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The Cosmos of Khnumhotep II at Beni
Hasan - Janice Kamrin 1999
Scholars often assume that elite, or high-status
tomb chapels of the Egyptian Old and Middle
Kingdoms featured decorations in order to
provide for the eternal needs of the deceased.
However, this explanation often fails to account
for the content of many such decorations. The
Cosmos of Khnumhotep II offers a detailed study
of the tomb chapel of Khnumhotep II. Kamrin
painstakingly charts the various levels of
meaning buried in the scenes, ornaments, and
texts that adorn Khnumhotep II's chapel, and
provides a detailed analysis of the organizational
structure of the tomb. She argues that the tomb
chapel should be interpreted as a model of the
cosmos, integrating the realms of the living and
the dead. An abundance of new evidence
suggests that various cult structures may be
regarded as cosmograms, schematized
representations of the Egyptian cosmos that
reflect the powers and operations of the
universe.
In the Shadow of the Machine - Jeremy Naydler
2018-05-29
Contemporary life is so deeply reliant upon
digital technology that the computer has come to
dominate almost every aspect of our culture.
What is the philosophical and spiritual
significance of this dependence on electronic
technology, both for our relationship to nature
and for the future of humanity? And, what
processes in human perception and awareness
have produced the situation we find ourselves
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in? As Jeremy Naydler elucidates in this
penetrating study, we cannot understand the
emergence of the computer without seeing it
within the wider context of the evolution of
human consciousness, which has taken place
over millennia. Modern consciousness, he shows,
has evolved in conjunction with the development
of machines and under their intensifying
shadow. The computer was the product of a long
historical development, culminating in the
scientific revolution of the 17th century. It was
during this period that the first mechanical
calculators were invented and the project to
create more complex ‘thinking machines’ began
in earnest. But the seeds were sown many
hundreds of years earlier, deep in antiquity.
Naydler paints a vast panorama depicting
human development and the emergence of
electronic technology. His painstaking research
illuminates an urgent question that concerns
every living person today: What does it mean to
be human and what, if anything, distinguishes us
from machines?
Rebel in the Soul - Bika Reed 1997-04
This controversial text speaks to us with
intriguing relevance to the problems of today.
Taking the form of a dialogue between a man
and his soul, this sacred text explores the inner
discourse between doubt and mystical
knowledge and deals with the rebellion and
despair of the intellect at a crucial stage of
spiritual development.
Daily Life of the Ancient Egyptians - Bob Brier
1999
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Explores the daily lives of ordinary people in
ancient Egypt through reconstructions based on
hieroglyphic inscriptions, paintings from tombs,
and scenes from temple walls.
Temple of the World - Miroslav Verner 2013
Despite the prominence of ancient temples in
the landscape of Egypt, books about them are
surprisingly rare; this new and essential
publication from a prominent Czech scholar
answers the need for a study that goes beyond
temple architecture to examine the spiritual,
economic and political aspects of these specific
institutions and the dominant roles they played.
Miroslav Verner presents a deeper and more
complex study of major ancient Egyptian
religious centers, their principal temples, their
rise and decline, their religious doctrines, cults,
rituals, feasts, and mysteries. Also discussed are
the various categories of priests, the
organization of the priesthood, and its daily
services and customs. Each chapter offers the
reader essential and up-to-date information
about temple complexes and the history of their
archaeological exploration, in the context of the
spiritual dimension and cultural legacy of
ancient Egypt.
The Book of the Dead - E. A. Wallis Budge
2019-09-25
Reproduction of the original: The Book of the
Dead by E. A. Wallis Budge
The Search for God in Ancient Egypt - Jan
Assmann 2001
First English-language edition, with revisions
and additions by the author. This classic work by
one of the world's most distinguished
Egyptologists was first published in German in
1984. The Search for God in Ancient Egypt
offers a distillation of Jan Assmann's views on
ancient Egyptian religion, with special emphasis
on theology and piety. Deeply rooted in the texts
of ancient Egypt and thoroughly informed by
comparative religion, theology, anthropology,
and semiotic analysis, Assmann's interpretations
reveal the complexity of Egyptian thought in a
new way. Assmann takes special care to
distinguish between the "implicit" theology of
Egyptian polytheism and the "explicit" theology
that is concerned with exploring the problem of
the divine. His discussion of polytheism and
mythology addresses aspects of ritual, the
universe, and myth; his consideration of explicit
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theology deals with theodicy and the specifics of
Amarna religion.
Egyptian Myth: A Very Short Introduction Geraldine Pinch 2004-04-22
This text explains the cultural and historical
background to the fascinating and complex
world of Egyptian myth, with each chapter
dealing with a particular theme.
Magic and Mystery in Ancient Egypt Christian Jacq 1998
Folklore, temple and tomb paintings, and
hieroglyphic texts are drawn upon to explore the
potent and pervading legacy of magic and ritual
in ancient Egypt, a legacy that has survived to
the present day. To the Egyptians, magic was an
exact science with rules that were necessarily
observed to placate the gods, ensure good
fortune, cure the sick, and guarantee a safe
passage through the underworld. This book
provides insight into the full meaning of rituals
that were designed to ensure health and
happiness, preserve life, and smooth the
moments of passage birth, marriage, death, and
the continuum of years."
Temple of the Cosmos - Jeremy Naydler
1996-04
Recreates the ancient Egyptian sacred path of
spiritual unfolding.
The Social and Cultural Order of Ancient Egypt Steen Bergendorff 2019-12-15
From the Narmer palette to funerary
preparations to pyramids, Steen Bergendorff
draws on anthropological insights to provide
new interpretations of accepted truths about
Ancient Egypt. Bergendorff traces societal
reproductive patterns in Ancient Egypt and the
regional trade network that stretched from the
Levant and Mesopotamia in the west and Nubia
and Africa to the south in order to illustrate
Ancient Egyptian culture anew. This book is
recommended for students and scholars of
archaeology, anthropology, Egyptology, and
history.
Imhotep the African - Robert Bauval 2013-09-01
An Exploration of Imhotep—Architect of the Step
Pyramid at Saqqara, High Priest of Ra, and
Royal Astronomer—as Well as His Influence as
the True Father of African Civilization. In this
groundbreaking book, Egyptologist Robert
Bauval and astrophysicist Thomas Brophy
uncover the mystery of Imhotep, an ancient
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Egyptian superstar, pharaonic Da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Galileo, and Newton all rolled into
one. Based on their research at the Step
Pyramid Complex at Saqqara, Bauval and
Brophy delve into observational astronomy to
"decode" the alignments and other design
features of the Step Pyramid Complex, to
uncover the true origins and genius of Imhotep.
Like a whodunit detective story they follow the
clues that take them on an exhilarating magical
mystery tour starting at Saqqara, leading them
to temples in Upper Egypt and to the stones of
Nabta Playa and the black African stargazers
who placed them there. Imhotep the African
describes how Imhotep was the ancient link to
the birth of modern civilization, restoring him to
his proper place at the center of the birthing of
Egyptian, and world, civilization.
Gardening as a Sacred Art - Jeremy Naydler
2021-04-28
This beautifully illustrated book presents a
history of our relationship with nature,
beginning with the civilisations of ancient Egypt
and Mesopotamia, when gardens served as ‘the
dwelling place of the gods’. Tracing this history
through subsequent epochs, the author shows
how human awareness of the divine presence in
nature was gradually eclipsed. As nature came
to be viewed primarily as a physical resource to
be controlled and exploited by us, this was
reflected in the ordered, rational designs
imposed on such gardens as Versailles. More
recently, gardening has come to be seen less as
an instrument of control than as an art in its own
right, enhancing nature’s inherent beauty.
Jeremy Naydler suggests that the future of
gardening lies not simply in its being regarded
as an art but as a sacred art, which once again
honours and works with the spiritual dimension
intrinsic to nature. ‘This thoughtful book
challenges the gardener in us to work as an
artist and experience the sacred presence
around us by becoming creatively engaged with
the hidden formative forces of Nature.’ –
Network Review ‘The main thrust of this
profound and inspiring volume is to remind us
that gardens are essentially sacred spaces in
which we may work together with Nature in
order that we may help her – and ourselves in
the process – express more fully the divine
presence hidden within the heart of her outward
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beauty.’ – Resurgence ‘An exceptionally wellreferenced, delightfully illustrated and
informative work.’ – New View ‘In his beautifully
illustrated book, [Naydler] re-sounds the call of
the garden as a “necessary counterbalance and
corrective”. It’s a welcome message towards resanctifying our world.’ – Nexus Magazine
‘Gardeners will love this book. Occasionally you
look down the garden you have worked all day …
and you have that peace, that sense of the
numinous that cannot be understood except by
somehow knowing that it is vital. Our author has
been so kind as to declare it for us: gardening is
a sacred art.’ – Derek Cunningham, Self and
Society
Myth and Cosmos in Ancient Egyptian History Asher Benowitz
Literature and mythology From the New
Kingdom, only ten narratives survive. These
stories assume that their readers have a deep
understanding of Egyptian mythology. It
describes a prince who is doomed to die by a
snake, crocodile, or dog, as the world's oldest
fairy tale. There is no ending in the story, but it
is likely that the prince was saved by the spirited
princess whose hand he wins in a jumping
contest.. As an extended version of the Osiris
myth, Truth and Lies involves a dysfunctional
family of deities whose son avenges his father,
Truth, and defeats Lies' enemy. The plot
revolves around a son who grows up to avenge
his father, Truth, and beat his enemy, Lies. Isis
is lustful and heartless, whereas the hero's
mother is presented as passionate and cruel.
This story contains a lot of mythological themes
in a semi-disguised manner. As in the story of
the Two Brothers, the female characters are also
evil. A woman who the gods have blessed as a
wife betrays the hero by falsely accusing him of
raping his brother's wife. Anubis and Bata are
two brothers with the same name as two gods
(Anubis and Bata).. A time when it was still
possible to meet gods and monsters just beyond
Egypt's borders is depicted in the story. In both
the Two Brothers and another New Kingdom tale
about Seth's fight with an ocean god to save
Astarte, the sea tries to capture a beautiful
female. Astute is included under "Deities,
Themes, and Concepts" as a partially
Egyptianized myth. More fragmentary accounts
describe a woman who becomes a lioness and
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the God Heryshef recruiting a human to help
him fight a divine falcon. Contendings between
Horus and Seth is the most controversial story
from the New Kingdom. This is the most
extended narrative that survives the conflict
between the two gods and its resolution. But
that does not mean it should be regarded as the
only or standard version of the myth. Fables
consist of all their performances, as many
scholars have emphasized. This text was read
aloud for entertainment, hence its narrative
form. In addition to telling an ancient myth, the
satire contains commentary about how difficult
it is to obtain justice under New Kingdom legal
systems and perhaps some veiled commentaries
about recent problems with royal succession.
How To Read The Egyptian Book Of The Dead Barry Kemp 2012-09-06
The Egyptians created a world of supernatural
forces so vivid, powerful and inescapable that
controlling one's destiny within it was a constant
preoccupation. In life, supernatural forces
manifested themselves through misfortune and
illness,and after death were faced for eternity in
the Otherworld, along with the divine gods who
controlled the universe. The Book of the Dead
empowered the reader to overcome the dangers
lurking in the Otherworld and to become one
with the gods who governed. Barry Kemp selects
a number of spells to explore who and what the
Egyptians feared and the kind of assistance that
the Book offered them, revealing a relationship
between the human individual and the divine
quite unlike that found in the major faiths of the
modern world.
Gods and Men in Egypt - Françoise Dunand 2004
In their wide-ranging interpretation of the
religion of ancient Egypt, Françoise Dunand and
Christiane Zivie-Coche explore how, over a
period of roughly 3500 years, the Egyptians
conceptualized their relations with the gods.
Drawing on the insights of anthropology, the
authors discuss such topics as the identities,
images, and functions of the gods; rituals and
liturgies; personal forms of piety expressing
humanity's need to establish a direct relation
with the divine; and the afterlife, a central
feature of Egyptian religion. That religion, the
authors assert, was characterized by the
remarkable continuity of its ritual practices and
the ideas of which they were an
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expression.Throughout, Dunand and Zivie-Coche
take advantage of the most recent
archaeological discoveries and scholarship. Gods
and Men in Egypt is unique in its coverage of
Egyptian religious expression in the Ptolemaic
and Roman periods. Written with nonspecialist
readers in mind, it is largely concerned with the
continuation of Egypt's traditional religion in
these periods, but it also includes fascinating
accounts of Judaism in Egypt and the
appearance and spread of Christianity there.
Shamanic Wisdom in the Pyramid Texts - Jeremy
Naydler 2004-12-09
A radical reinterpretation of the Pyramid Texts
as shamanic mystical wisdom rather than
funerary rituals • Reveals the mystical nature of
Egyptian civilization denied by orthodox
Egyptologists • Examines the similarity between
the pharaoh’s afterlife voyage and shamanic
journeying • Shows shamanism to be the
foundation of the Egyptian mystical tradition To
the Greek philosophers and other peoples of the
ancient world, Egypt was regarded as the home
of a profound mystical wisdom. While there are
many today who still share that view, the
consensus of most Egyptologists is that no
evidence exists that Egypt possessed any
mystical tradition whatsoever. Jeremy Naydler’s
radical reinterpretation of the Pyramid Texts-the earliest body of religious literature to have
survived from ancient Egypt--places these
documents into the ritual context in which they
belong. Until now, the Pyramid Texts have been
viewed primarily as royal funerary texts that
were used in the liturgy of the dead pharaoh or
to aid him in his afterlife journey. This emphasis
on funerary interpretation has served only to
externalize what were actually experiences of
the living, not the dead, king. In order to
understand the character and significance of the
extreme psychological states the pharaoh
experienced--states often involving perilous
encounters with alternate realities--we need to
approach them as spiritual and religious
phenomena that reveal the extraordinary
possibilities of human consciousness. It is the
shamanic spiritual tradition, argues Naydler,
that is the undercurrent of the Pyramid Texts
and that holds the key to understanding both the
true nature of these experiences and the basis of
ancient Egyptian mysticism.
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The Future of the Ancient World - Jeremy
Naydler 2009-07-24
The sacred consciousness that prevailed in
antiquity is the key to unlocking our future •
Shows how scientific consciousness, which gives
primacy to the sense of sight, estranged us from
the participatory spiritual consciousness of
antiquity • Explores the vital importance of the
imagination in reconnecting us to the spirit
world The Future of the Ancient World sheds
new light on the evolution of consciousness from
antiquity to modern times. The twelve essays in
this book examine developments in human
consciousness over the past five thousand years
that most history books do not touch. In ancient
times, human beings were finely attuned to the
invisible world of the gods, spirits, and
ancestors. Today, by contrast, our modern
scientific consciousness regards what is
physically imperceptible as unreal. Our
experience of the natural world has shifted from
an awareness of the divine presence animating
all things to the mere scientific analyses of
physical attributes, a deadened mode of
awareness that relies on our ability to believe
only in what we can see. In these richly
illustrated and wide-ranging essays that span
the cultures of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia,
Greece, Rome, and the early Christian period,
Jeremy Naydler shows how the consciousness
that prevailed in ancient times may inspire us
toward a future in which we once again
reconnect with invisible realms. If the history of
consciousness bears witness to the loss of
visionary and participatory awareness, it also
shows a new possibility--the possibility of
developing a free and objective relationship to
the spirit world. Naydler urges us not only to
draw inspiration from the wisdom of the
ancients but to carry this wisdom forward into
the future in a renewed relationship to the
spiritual that is based on human freedom and
responsibility.
Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual - Katherine
Eaton 2014-03-14
Large state temples in ancient Egypt were vast
agricultural estates, with interests in mining,
trading, and other economic activities. The
temple itself served as the mansion or palace of
the deity to whom the estate belonged, and
much of the ritual in temples was devoted to
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offering a representative sample of goods to the
gods. After ritual performances, produce was
paid as wages to priests and temple staff and
presented as offerings to private mortuary
establishments. This redistribution became a
daily ritual in which many basic necessities of
life for elite Egyptians were produced. This book
evaluates the influence of common temple
rituals not only on the day to day lives of ancient
Egyptians, but also on their special events,
economics, and politics. Author Katherine Eaton
argues that a study of these daily rites ought to
be the first step in analyzing the structure of
more complex societal processes.
Egyptian Religion and Mysteries - Earle de
Motte 2013-02
Subjects covered in these pages include:
Egyptian Spirituality The Akhenaten Heresy and
Its Impact on Religion and Mystical Thought
Creation Mythology of the Four Centres The
Soul and Its Journey in Egyptian Metaphysical
Thought Secrets of the Book of the Dead The
Nature of the Human Being Ra s Journey
through the Underworld and Its Initiatory
Significance Egyptian Mysteries as the
Prototype of Ancient Mystery Schools Shamans,
Hierophants, and the Initiatory Process Wisdom
of the Egyptian Sages, from Ancient Egypt to the
Hermetic Mystics of Alexandria The Heart as the
Spiritual Self and Monitor of Morality in Human
Behaviour
Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt - Margaret
Bunson 2014-05-14
An A-Z reference providing concise and
accessible information on Ancient Egypt from its
predynastic cultures to the suicide of Cleopatra
and Mark Anthony in the face of the Roman
conquest. Annotation. Bunson (an author of
reference works) has revised her 1991 reference
(which is appropriate for high school and public
libraries) to span Egypt's history from the
predynastic period to the Roman conquest. The
encyclopedia includes entries for people, sites,
events, and concepts as well as featuring lengthy
entries or inset boxes on major topics such as
deities, animals, and the military. A plan and
photograph are included for each of the major
architectural sites.
The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical
Architecture - Moustafa Gadalla 2016-11-02
This book reveals the Ancient Egyptian
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knowledge of harmonic proportion, sacred
geometry, and number mysticism, as manifested
in their texts, temples, tombs, art, hieroglyphs,
...etc., throughout their known history. It shows
how the Egyptians designed their buildings to
generate cosmic energy, and the mystical
application of numbers in Egyptian works. The
book explains in detail the harmonic proportion
of about 20 Ancient Egyptian buildings
throughout their recorded history. Everything
that the Ancient Egyptians
built/molded/sculptured was for the purpose of
generating energies and/or to embody energies.
And just like our electrical system that needs
activation by turning a switch on, all Egyptian
works also require/required activation by the
right actions [sounds, gestures, etc.]. And while
these 'stone' marvels appears static because
they appears stationary, they are no different
than [stationary] energy generating units—like
our solar panels that absorb solar energy from
the sun and convert it to energy supply for our
earthly human needs. This book reveals the
Ancient Egyptian knowledge of harmonic
proportion, sacred geometry, and number
mysticism, as manifested in their texts, temples,
tombs, art, ...etc., throughout their known
history. It shows how the Egyptians designed
their buildings to generate cosmic energy, and
the mystical application of numbers in Egyptian
works. The book explains in detail the harmonic
proportion of about 20 Ancient Egyptian
buildings throughout their recorded history. It is
the aim of this book to provide such an
exposition, one which, while based on sound
scholarship, will present the issues in language
comprehensible to non specialist readers.
Technical terms have been kept to a minimum.
These are explained, as non technically as
possible, in the glossary. This Expanded Edition
of the book is divided into three parts containing
a total of 13 chapters, as well as 10 appendices
being A through I. Part I: Architectural
Concepts—Function and From consists of five
chapters—1 through 5: Chapter 1: The
Architectural Canon will cover the deep rooted
Egyptian beliefs of 'As above So below' and its
application to Egyptian art and architecture, the
existence and adherence to a divine building
code, as well as utilizing design and construction
plans prior to [as well as] during the
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construction stages, which extended over
several centuries for large projects. Chapter 2:
The Metaphysical Structure of The Universe will
cover the realms of creation and its
correspondence in Man, as the image of all
creation. Chapter 3: Visitation Sites of The
Lower Heavenly Court will cover the interactions
between earthly livings and the lower realms of
the metaphysical cosmic structure, the
significance of landscape architecture in such
interactions, and the major types of visitation
buildings—both burial and non burial sites—to
facilitate such interactions. Chapter 4: The
Sealed Pharaohs' Tombs will cover the concept
and role of the pharaohs which require their
tombs to be sealed and inaccessible for further
communications after their earthly existence, as
well as samples of some pharaoniac tombs.
Chapter 5: Egyptian Temples of The Divine
Forces will cover the main function of Egyptian
temples, being divine generation, the overall
conceptual temple layout, the metaphysical
funnel conduit design, the generative
significance of jointing patterns, outer walls
physical/metaphysical protection, and the
organic foundation roots of the Egyptian temple.
Part II: The Physical Manifestation of
Metaphysical Concepts consists of five
chapters—6 through 11: Chapter 6:
Architectural Constituent Forms of Metaphysical
Functions will cover the various architectural
forms as manifestation of their corresponding
functions [both physically and metaphysically]
for "false doors", recessed wall panels, columns
and pillars, capitals of columns, porticoes,
peristyles, colonnade formations at four different
locations, obelisks, statuary images of various
roof forms (flat, gable, corbelled, arch &
vaulted), stylistic architectural details
(architrave, cornice, and torus) and stylistic
ornamentation and decoration such as starry
ceilings, floral, geometric, figurative, a
combination of two or all three, guilloche
(misnamed as the Tuscan border), chevron, and
scroll pattern. Chapter 7: The Primary
Geometrical Shapes/Forms will cover the
principles and application of sacred geometry of
Divine Architecture, the Egyptian sacred cord
[tool], general layout of sample geometric
shapes, the sacred circle as the archetype of
Creation, squaring the circle, the primary
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triangles, and the combined square-triangles 3-D
pyramids. Chapter 8: The Generative Square
Root Rectangles—"Irrational numbers" will
cover the generative root rectangles as the
hypotenuse of right angle triangles, beginning
with a square, and generating square roots of 2,
3 and 5; formation of cosmic solids; generation
of the Golden Proportion from the root five
rectangle; the construction of whirling square
spirals; and example application of this form of
dynamic design to four locations in Ancient
Egyptian monuments. Chapter 9: The Arithmetic
Generative Progression will cover the role of
numbers as generators of orderly growth and
progression, the Summation Series and the
Golden Proportion, and the Cosmic Proportion of
the Human Figure. Chapter 10:
Combined—Arithmetic and Graphic Harmonic
Design of Egyptian Buildings will cover
combining both the arithmetic and graphic
elements into a harmonic design of the parts and
the whole of an Egyptian temple, that includes:
active axes, significant points, the telescopic
triangles, and the rectangular perimeters in both
the horizontal and vertical planes. Chapter 11:
Harmonic Analysis of Ancient Egyptian Works
will cover several examples in Ancient Egypt
from all eras and throughout Egypt that show
the Egyptian applications of the design elements
discussed in this book. Examples include
temples, tombs, pyramids, shrines, capitals of
columns, stelae, pylons and doorways. Part III:
The Spirited Communications has two
chapters—12 and 13: Chapter 12: The Animated
Metaphysical Images on Walls will cover the
metaphysical significance of walls' decoration as
well as explanations of various depictions.
Chapter 13: Human Activities will cover the
roles of humans in activating, maintaining,
participating in various rituals and festivities as
well as deactivating the powers of the temple
when temples and the whole Egypt is under
siege. Appendices has ten appendices—A
through J: Appendix A: General Plans of Sample
Egyptian Temples covers layout plans of several
Egyptian temples with a short description of
each. Appendix B: Practical Mathematics in
Ancient Egypt covers reference to the four most
recognized Ancient Egyptian "mathematical"
Papyri and the practical mathematical contents
within such papyri. Appendix C: Fraction
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Mysticism covers the reasons that in Egypt, a
fraction—any fraction—could only be a fraction
of unity and Egyptian tables to deal with
"complex' fractions which will be similar to
modern Logarithmic Tables. Appendix D:
Intentional "Irregularities" In Egyptian Works
covers the religious reasons for what seems to
be "irregularities" in the highly executed
Egyptian works. Appendix E: Monument
Appropriations Reconsidered covers clarification
of what appears to be monument appropriation
by one pharaoh of another. Appendix F: Sample
Egyptian Sculpture Works covers a very short
list of recognizable Egyptian sculptures.
Appendix G: Concrete Blocks Various Types
covers the advanced Egyptian knowledge of
concrete mixes and application examples of such
knowledge throughout Ancient Egypt. Appendix
H: The Masonic Egyptian Roots covers the
Egyptian roots of the widespread secret
fraternal society called ‘Free and Accepted
Masons’ (popularly known as Freemasonry).
Appendix I: Egyptian Influence on Modern
Architecture covers several examples worldwide
of such influence. Appendix J: Types and Forms
of Mortals' buildings will cover types and forms
of residential, private, communal and public
buildings as associated with its earthly
existence' function, as well as highlighting that
mortals of all classes—including pharaohs and
priestly staff—resided in mud-brick houses.
Eternal Egypt - Richard J. Reidy 2010-01-07
Eternal Egypt: Ancient Rituals for the Modern
World is the first comprehensive collection of
important temple rituals performed throughout
Egypt during the time of the pharaohs. The
author presents seven key rites from official
temple records and ancient esoteric texts for
personal or group use. This guidebook also: presents rituals in a form designed to assist
initiates in restoring the ancient rites of Egypt; provides for modern usage, key ritual texts
coming solely from authenticated ancient
sources; - contains easy to follow commentaries
and background information on each ritual,
including symbolism and mythology not
previously available in one book; - gives text with
commentary for the “Opening of the Mouth”
ceremony; - offers practical information for
conducting these rituals in today’s world.
Formerly only available to the scholar and
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professional Egyptologist, these ritual texts
reveal the deeply spiritual understanding of
humanity’s relationship to divinity that
characterized the ancient Egyptian sense of the
sacred. This is a practical intermediate level text
for those wishing to worship the great deities of
ancient Egypt in as authentic a manner as
possible, and by so doing tap into the great
spiritual heritage that sustained Egyptian
culture for over three thousand years.
The Dawn of Astronomy; a Study of the
Temple-worship and Mythology of the
Ancient Egyptians - J. Norman Lockyer
2020-08-13
This book has been considered by academicians
and scholars of great significance and value to
literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is
never forgotten we have represented this book
in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or
annotations seen are left intentionally to
preserve its true nature.
The Temple in Man - R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz
1981-11-01
This book contains the first published results of
Schwaller's 12 years of research at the temple of
Luxor and its implications for interpreting the
symbolic and mathematical processes of the
Egyptians through their sacred architecture.
Ancient Mediterranean Sacrifice - Jennifer
Wright Knust 2011-08-05
An investigation of the multiple meanings and
functions of sacrifice in diverse religious texts
and practices from the late Hellenistic and
Roman imperial periods.
Architecture, Astronomy and Sacred Landscape
in Ancient Egypt - Giulio Magli 2013-07-22
This book examines the interplay between
astronomy and dynastic power in the course of
ancient Egyptian history, focusing on the
fundamental role of astronomy in the creation of
the pyramids and the monumental temple and
burial complexes. Bringing to bear the analytical
tools of archaeoastronomy, a set of techniques
and methods that enable modern scholars to
better understand the thought, religion and
science of early civilizations, Giulio Magli
provides in-depth analyses of the pyramid
complexes at Giza, Abusir, Saqqara and
Dahshur, as well as of the Early Dynastic
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necropolis at Abydos and the magnificent new
Kingdom Theban temples. Using a variety of
data retrieved from study of the sky and
measurements of the buildings, he reconstructs
the visual, symbolic and spiritual world of the
ancient Egyptians and thereby establishes an
intimate relationship among celestial cycles,
topography and architecture. He also shows how
they were deployed in the ideology of the
pharaoh's power in the course of Egyptian
history.
Hieroglyphs: A Very Short Introduction Penelope Wilson 2004-08-12
Hieroglyphs were far more than a language.
They were an omnipresent and all-powerful
force in communicating the messages of ancient
Egyptian culture for over three thousand years;
used as monumental art, as a means of
identifying Egyptianness, and for rarefied
communication with the gods. In this exciting
new study, Penelope Wilson explores the
cultural significance of the script with an
emphasis on previously neglected areas such as
cryptography, the continuing decipherment into
modern times, and examines the powerful
fascination hieroglyphs still hold for us today.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
Esoteric Egypt - J. S. Gordon 2015-01-30
A study of the 100,000-year-old spiritual science
of ancient Egypt • Examines the metaphysical
structure of our universe as seen by the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks, and Celts, showing that each
is based on the same central concepts from time
immemorial • Reveals that the ancient Egyptians
believed in reincarnation and a spiritual
evolutionary process • Explains the connections
between the movements of Orion and Sirius and
the story of Osiris and Isis, the importance of the
Pleiades and circumpolar stars to the Egyptians,
and the fundamental unity of the Egyptian
pantheon • Investigates the people who
colonized greater Egypt 100,000 years ago,
descendants of the Atlanteans In Esoteric Egypt,
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J. S. Gordon reveals how the sacred science and
wisdom tradition of ancient Egypt--the Land of
Khem--stems from an advanced prehistoric
worldwide civilization. Examining the
metaphysical structure of our universe as seen
by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Celts, he
shows that each tradition is merely a variation
on the central concepts of the precession of the
equinoxes and the obliquity of the ecliptic pole.
He explores the connections between the
cyclical movements of Orion and Sirius and the
story of Osiris and Isis, the importance of the
Pleiades and the circumpolar stars, and the
ancient tradition of man as a divine being “born
from the substance of the stars.” He investigates
the people who colonized greater Egypt 100,000
years ago, the progenitors of ancient Egyptian
civilization descended from the 4th- and 5thRoot Race Atlanteans. Gordon explores the
magical and esoteric meanings behind Egyptian
sacred ritual and temple art, drawing parallels
to the Mystery School process of initiation.
Explaining the fundamental unity of the
Egyptian pantheon and the structure of the
after-death state, he shows that the Egyptians
clearly believed in reincarnation and a spiritual
evolutionary process. Revealing the ancient
sacred science of the Land of Khem, teachings
passed down from the earliest times, he
examines the psychospiritual nature of the
human being and the function of our spiritual
identity and our souls.
From Slave to Pharaoh - Donald B. Redford
2004-08-06
Selected by Choice Magazine as an Outstanding
Academic Title In From Slave to Pharaoh, noted
Egyptologist Donald B. Redford examines over
two millennia of complex social and cultural
interactions between Egypt and the Nubian and
Sudanese civilizations that lay to the south of
Egypt. These interactions resulted in the
expulsion of the black Kushite pharaohs of the
Twenty-fifth Dynasty in 671 B.C. by an invading
Assyrian army. Redford traces the development
of Egyptian perceptions of race as their
dominance over the darker-skinned peoples of
Nubia and the Sudan grew, exploring the
cultural construction of spatial and spiritual
boundaries between Egypt and other African
peoples. Redford focuses on the role of racial
identity in the formulation of imperial power in
temple-of-the-cosmos-the-ancient-egyptian-experience-of-the-sacred

Egypt and the legitimization of its sphere of
influence, and he highlights the dichotomy
between the Egyptians' treatment of the black
Africans it deemed enemies and of those living
within Egyptian society. He also describes the
range of responses—from resistance to
assimilation—of subjugated Nubians and
Sudanese to their loss of self-determination.
Indeed, by the time of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty,
the culture of the Kushite kings who conquered
Egypt in the late eighth century B.C. was
thoroughly Egyptian itself. Moving beyond
recent debates between Afrocentrists and their
critics over the racial characteristics of Egyptian
civilization, From Slave to Pharaoh reveals the
true complexity of race, identity, and power in
Egypt as documented through surviving texts
and artifacts, while at the same time providing a
compelling account of war, conquest, and
culture in the ancient world.
The Spiritual Technology of Ancient Egypt Edward F. Malkowski 2007-10-03
How ancient Egyptians understood quantum
theory • Investigates the history of how modern
religion and the Age of Science were inspired by
the sacred science of the ancients • Examines
how quantum theory explains that the cosmos
arises from consciousness • Reveals the
unanimity between Schwaller de Lubicz’s
“sacred science” and the science of a cosmos
governed by quantum mechanics Since the dawn
of the Age of Science humankind has been
engaged in a methodical quest to understand the
cosmos. With the development of quantum
mechanics, the notion that everything is solid
matter is being replaced with the idea that
information or “thought” may be the true source
of physical reality. Such scientific inquiry has led
to a growing interest in the brain’s unique and
mysterious ability to create perception, possibly
through quantum interactions. Consciousness is
now being considered as much a fundamental
part of reality as the three dimensions we are so
familiar with. Although this direction in scientific
thought is seen as a new approach, the secret
wisdom of the ancients presented just such a
view thousands of years ago. Building on René
A. Schwaller de Lubicz’s systematic study of
Luxor’s Temple of Amun-Mut-Khonsu during the
1940s and ’50s, Edward Malkowski shows that
the ancient Egyptians' worldview was not based
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on superstition or the invention of myth but was
the result of direct observation using critical
faculties attuned to the quantum manifestation
of the universe. This understanding of reality as
a product of human consciousness provided the
inspiration for the sacred science of the
ancients--precisely the philosophy modern
science is embracing today. In the philosophical
tradition of Schwaller de Lubicz, The Spiritual
Technology of Ancient Egypt investigates the
technical and religious legacy of ancient Egypt
to reveal its congruence with today’s “New
Science.”
Ancient Egyptian Magical Texts - J. F.
Borghouts 1978
Now back in print after 25 years: A small but
unusually exhaustive collection of magical texts
from some of the most important ancient
Egyptian manuals and stelae, translated and
organized by the renowned Dutch Egyptologist
J.F. Borghouts.
The Spiritual Technology of Ancient Egypt Edward F. Malkowski 2007-10-03
How ancient Egyptians understood quantum
theory • Investigates the history of how modern
religion and the Age of Science were inspired by
the sacred science of the ancients • Examines
how quantum theory explains that the cosmos
arises from consciousness • Reveals the
unanimity between Schwaller de Lubicz’s
“sacred science” and the science of a cosmos
governed by quantum mechanics Since the dawn
of the Age of Science humankind has been
engaged in a methodical quest to understand the
cosmos. With the development of quantum
mechanics, the notion that everything is solid
matter is being replaced with the idea that
information or “thought” may be the true source
of physical reality. Such scientific inquiry has led
to a growing interest in the brain’s unique and
mysterious ability to create perception, possibly
through quantum interactions. Consciousness is
now being considered as much a fundamental
part of reality as the three dimensions we are so
familiar with. Although this direction in scientific
thought is seen as a new approach, the secret
wisdom of the ancients presented just such a
view thousands of years ago. Building on René
A. Schwaller de Lubicz’s systematic study of
Luxor’s Temple of Amun-Mut-Khonsu during the
1940s and ’50s, Edward Malkowski shows that
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the ancient Egyptians' worldview was not based
on superstition or the invention of myth but was
the result of direct observation using critical
faculties attuned to the quantum manifestation
of the universe. This understanding of reality as
a product of human consciousness provided the
inspiration for the sacred science of the
ancients--precisely the philosophy modern
science is embracing today. In the philosophical
tradition of Schwaller de Lubicz, The Spiritual
Technology of Ancient Egypt investigates the
technical and religious legacy of ancient Egypt
to reveal its congruence with today’s “New
Science.”
The Egypt Code - Robert Bauval 2007-10-01
Why did the ancients align their monuments so
precisely with the stars? What were the practical
and symbolic reasons behind these mysterious
configurations? From the author of The Orion
Mystery, the best-selling book that introduced
the revolutionary star-correlation theory about
the Giza pyramids, The Egypt Code reveals an
amazing Grand Unified Plan behind the
legendary temples of upper Egypt. Robert
Bauval, one of the world’s most prominent and
controversial Egyptologists, completes his
groundbreaking investigation of astronomy as
related to Egyptian monuments and related
religious texts. The Egypt Code revisits the
Pyramid Age and the Old Kingdom, proposing a
vast sky-ground correlation for the MemphiteHeliopolis region, and presenting the possibility
of a grand plan spanning three thousand years of
Pharaonic civilization and involving pyramids
and major temple sites along the Nile. The
central idea of the book is that the cosmic order,
which the ancients referred to as "Maat," was
comprised of the observable cycles of the sun
and stars, in particular the star Sirius, and that
the changes that took place due to the
precession of the equinoxes and the so-called
Sothic Cycle are reflected in the orientation and
location of religious sites.
Ancient Egyptian Kingship - David Bourke
O'Connor 1995
This well-illustrated volume represents an
extensive analysis of kingship in ancient Egypt.
Each of the six contributing authors investigates
particular areas of his own expertise. Among the
topics covered are the origin of kingship, its
distinctive traits and its general nature, and its
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reflection in royal art and architecture.
The Soul of Ancient Egypt - Robert Bauval
2015-09-17
An examination of the cultural occupations of
Egypt over the past two millennia and how we
can return to the sacred harmony of ancient
Egypt • Explores the golden civilization of
ancient Egypt and its system of natural magic
that birthed the Western Mystery tradition •
Examines each phase of Egyptian history from
the Pharaonic period, through the Roman
conquest, to the ongoing Islamization • Provides
a revised portrait of the life of Muhammad,
revealing his connections to the Essene tradition
Imagine the paradise of ancient Egypt: a lush
green valley with a gentle river, full of animals
and birds of all sizes. The first settlers, arriving
by way of the desert, would have marveled at
this beautiful landscape. This awe held on
through the first three millennia of settlement in
Egypt. Centered on careful observations of the
natural rhythms of their environment,
particularly the Nile, this enlightened civilization
lived in a state of spiritual balance and harmony
they called “living in Maat.” This state was
further enhanced by the sacred landscape of
Egypt and the colossal monuments and pyramids
the Egyptians built to reflect the heavens, thus
creating a cosmic “spiritual engine” for the
ancient world. But sadly, the paradise and Maat
of ancient Egypt were not to last, and for the
past two thousand years Egypt has experienced
many occupations by hostile forces bent on
taking control of this magical land. Exploring the
exemplary social and cultural model that
produced the golden civilization of ancient Egypt
as well as the many waves of conquest and
destruction up to the present day, Robert Bauval
and Ahmed Osman examine each phase of
Egyptian history from its origins and the
Pharaonic period, through the Roman conquest
and its Christianization, to the Pan-Arabization
of Nasser and the ongoing Islamization that
began with the Muslim caliphate in the 7th
century. They show how the current Islamic
rulers are actively working to eradicate all
traces of Egypt’s spiritual roots, the source of
the Western Mystery tradition. They provide a
revised portrait of the life of Muhammad,
revealing his connections to the Essene
tradition, and explain how most Sharia Law is
temple-of-the-cosmos-the-ancient-egyptian-experience-of-the-sacred

not based on the Koran. Revealing how even the
dams built on the Nile are impeding Egypt’s
sacred role, the authors sound the call for a
return to the original tenets of Egyptian
civilization, one that sustained itself in harmony
and peaceful creativity for more than three
millennia.
The Ancient Egyptian Daybook (Ebook) Tamara L. Siuda 2016-12-23
The history and use of the ancient Egyptian
calendar: holidays, festivals, religious
observances, the gods of every day of the year,
and more. Translated from hieroglyphic sources
by Tamara L. Siuda and richly illustrated by
Megan Zane.
Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual - Katherine
Eaton 2014-03-14
Large state temples in ancient Egypt were vast
agricultural estates, with interests in mining,
trading, and other economic activities. The
temple itself served as the mansion or palace of
the deity to whom the estate belonged, and
much of the ritual in temples was devoted to
offering a representative sample of goods to the
gods. After ritual performances, produce was
paid as wages to priests and temple staff and
presented as offerings to private mortuary
establishments. This redistribution became a
daily ritual in which many basic necessities of
life for elite Egyptians were produced. This book
evaluates the influence of common temple
rituals not only on the day to day lives of ancient
Egyptians, but also on their special events,
economics, and politics. Author Katherine Eaton
argues that a study of these daily rites ought to
be the first step in analyzing the structure of
more complex societal processes.
Black Genesis - Robert Bauval 2011-03-28
Presents proof that an advanced black African
civilization inhabited the Sahara long before
Pharaonic Egypt • Reveals black Africa to be at
the genesis of ancient civilization and the human
story • Examines extensive studies into the lost
civilization of the “Star People” by renowned
anthropologists, archaeologists, genetic
scientists, and cultural historians as well as the
authors’ archaeoastronomy and hieroglyphics
research • Deciphers the history behind the
mysterious Nabta Playa ceremonial area and its
stone calendar circle and megaliths Relegated to
the realm of archaeological heresy, despite a
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wealth of hard scientific evidence, the theory
that an advanced civilization of black Africans
settled in the Sahara long before Pharaonic
Egypt existed has been dismissed and even
condemned by conventional Egyptologists,
archaeologists, and the Egyptian government.
Uncovering compelling new evidence,
Egyptologist Robert Bauval and astrophysicist
Thomas Brophy present the anthropological,
climatological, archaeological, geological, and
genetic research supporting this hugely debated
theory of the black African origin of Egyptian
civilization. Building upon extensive studies from
the past four decades and their own
archaeoastronomical and hieroglyphic research,
the authors show how the early black culture
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known as the Cattle People not only
domesticated cattle but also had a sophisticated
grasp of astronomy; created plentiful rock art at
Gilf Kebir and Gebel Uwainat; had trade routes
to the Mediterranean coast, central Africa, and
the Sinai; held spiritual and occult ceremonies;
and constructed a stone calendar circle and
megaliths at the ceremonial site of Nabta Playa
reminiscent of Stonehenge, yet much older.
Revealing these “Star People” as the true
founders of ancient Egyptian civilization, this
book completely rewrites the history of world
civilization, placing black Africa back in its
rightful place at the center of mankind’s origins.
Ancient Egyptian Society - David O'Connor
1990-01-29
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